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a b s t r a c t

New fieldwork data collected from the flanks of Al Kufrah basin, SE Libya, provide insight into the controls
on Siluro-Devonian sedimentation patterns along the eastern part of the North Gondwanan platform. A
stratigraphic and sequential correlation framework from the northern and eastern flanks of the basin is
presented for the Tanezzuft, Akakus, Tadrart and Binem formations. Ten facies associations are recogni-
sed, classified within three process-driven groups, facilitating high-resolution sequence analysis and
highlighting key regional unconformities.

The basal, shaly Tanezzuft formation is organised into a regional transgressive cycle that overlies upper
Ordovician glacially-related deposits of the Mamuniyat formation. The shale grade upward into the het-
erogeneous Akakus formation that comprises complex deltaic thin sandy strata interbedded with silty
shale and siltstones, widely influenced by storm to tide related flows. In Jabal az Zalmah (northern flank),
four 3rd order transgressive–regressive (T/R) depositional sequences were identified, whilst only one in
Jabal ‘Asba (eastern flank), indicating significant erosion of the Akakus due to the Caledonian deforma-
tion. Depositional cycles are made of sheltered tidal flat deposits which pass upward into lower to upper
offshore heterolithic deposits. They are bounded by regional disconformities interpreted as forced regres-
sion surfaces. The Silurian Tanezzuft and Akakus formations form together an overall 2nd order regres-
sive succession.

The Caledonian unconformity is interpreted as a mega-regional sequence boundary resulting from
uplift and erosion during the late Silurian into the early Devonian. The thickness variability of the Akakus
formation across Al Kufrah basin is strongly indicative of differential erosion which generated a complex
basin physiography. Above, the Tadrart formation of lower Devonian age forms an aggrading braided-
style fluvial sandy sequence of approximately constant thickness across the basin.

A return to marine conditions by the mid to late Devonian resulted in deposition of the Binem forma-
tion as a series of three stacked 3rd order T/R cycles. These deposits comprise bioturbated, tide-domi-
nated successions which preserve some evidence for periodic open marine flooding. Lying conformably
on the Tadrart formation, the Binem formation forms an overall 2nd-order transgressive trend where a
maximum flooding surface occurs within the uppermost bioturbated deposits.

Stratigraphic correlations made on Siluro-Devonian deposits reveal a complex sequential organisation
and also account for the impact of the Caledonian erosion on pre-tectonic strata. Post-Caledonian Devo-
nian deposits develop on a smoothed topography associated with a regional uplift and can be easily cor-
related over the Al Kufrah basin.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Al Kufrah basin is one of the largest Palaeozoic basins in North
Africa and represents one of the least explored and most poorly
documented regions in the Sahara. From a hydrocarbon exploration
All rights reserved.
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perspective, it is also one of the most poorly explored regions in Li-
bya (Le Heron and Thusu, 2007). Thus far, there has been a complete
absence of oil and gas discoveries in this basin despite 30 years of
sporadic exploration and the drilling of six deep, yet dry wells over
that timeframe (A1-NC43, B1-NC43, A1-NC198, A1-171/4, B1-
NC203 and A1-NC203) (Fig. 1). Meanwhile, the occurrence of organ-
ically enriched hot shale have been always assumed by analogy
with early Llandoverian Tanezzuft black shale known in the highly
petroliferous Murzuq basin (Lüning et al., 2000a,b; Lüning and
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Fig. 1. Location of study areas in Al Kufrah basin (SE Libya). Measured sections (noted 1–5) are located in Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba on the northern and south-eastern
flanks of Al Kufrah basin. The massifs are separated by around 300 km.
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Fello, 2008; Clark-Lowes, 2008). Even if no organic rich Silurian
strata have so far been identified in exploration wells, seismic indi-
cations (high amplitude reflectors and typical onlaps on topo-
graphic highs) and positive shallow drilling results exist for basal
Silurian source rocks in others parts of the basin (Lüning et al.,
2010, p. 179). Basin modelling investigations show that such Silu-
rian black shale may have enter the oil window, especially in the
centre of the basin where the burial was sufficient enough during
early Palaeozoic (Lüning et al., 1999, p. 716). The recent discovery
of ‘‘hot’’ shale using spectral gamma ray analysis at outcrop (ElKur-
gali, 2008; Schimanski et al., 2008), together with renewed interest
in Libyan petroleum systems have re-accelerated hydrocarbon
exploration in Al Kufrah basin during 2006–2010.

Al Kufrah basin is an elongate intracratonic basin located in SE
Libya with extensions in NE Chad and NW Sudan where it is
respectively named Erdis and Mourdi basin (Fig. 1). It forms an oval
crustal depression that is elongate along a NNE–SSW trend, filled
with a succession of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic strata: these attain
a total thickness of >4500 m in its central and northern areas (Bel-
lini and Massa, 1980; El-Mehdi et al., 2004). The basin flanks are
defined by low relief massifs where most Proterozoic and Palaeo-
zoic strata crop out and gently dip towards the basin centre. Recent
field-based investigations performed in Jabal Arkñu (Awainat
mountains in southwest Libya) strengthened the stratigraphic
understanding of Infracambrian series (Le Heron et al., 2009).

A gross Palaeozoic stratigraphic framework for the entire Al
Kufrah basin was proposed by Bellini and Massa (1980), IRC
(1985), Bellini et al. (1991), Grignani et al. (1991) and Sherif and
Shagroni (2008) on the basis of field and subsurface data-based re-
gional studies.

Although highly detailed sedimentological studies were specif-
ically and separately carried out on outcropping Siluro-Devonian
series in Jabal az Zalmah (Sherif and Shagroni, 2008; LeHeron
and Howard, 2012), in Jabal ‘Asba (Turner, 1991) or even in Ennedi
Massif (Klitzsch et al., 1993; Klitzsch, 2008), no regional high res-
olution correlations were attempted. The Silurian and Devonian
succession are recognised as distinct stratigraphic units testifying
different phases of basin evolution and are separated by the Cale-
donian unconformity, especially at the margins.

Biostratigraphic investigations in Al Kufrah basin are unfortu-
nately hampered by the paucity of chitinozoans and microflora in
outcrops due to the effects of desert oxidation and weathering.
Thus, much reliance has been placed on ichnofabric analyses (e.g.
Cruziana isp. for Seilacher, 1992, 2007, 2008; Seilacher et al.,
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2002; Arthrophycus isp. and Zoophycos isp. for Bellini and Massa,
1980; Turner and Benton, 1983), which, given the paucity of age-
significant macrofauna, provide a practical means of correlating
and subdividing Siluro-Devonian stratigraphy.

The Siluro-Devonian stratigraphy of Al Kufrah basin has been
studied extensively at outcrop (Bellini and Massa, 1980; Turner,
1980, 1991; Bellini et al., 1991; El-Mehdi et al., 2004; Le Heron
and Howard, 2012; Sherif and Shagroni, 2008; Klitzsch, 1971,
2008; Klitzsch et al., 1993). Despite this long tradition of research,
no attempt has thus far been made to integrate these strata into a
regional sequential framework. Furthermore, no attempt has been
made to illustrate the stratigraphic impact of the Caledonian event
at flanks of the basin.

To redress this, in this paper we examine the stratigraphic and
sequential architecture for the entire Siluro-Devonian succession
exposed at the Jabal az Zalmah at the northern margin and at the
Jabal ‘Asba at the eastern margin of Al Kufrah basin (Fig. 1). New
sedimentological data are documented providing facies, facies
associations and high resolution key stratigraphic surfaces for the
Silurian Tanezzuft and Akakus formations, as well as the Devonian
Tadrart and Binem formations. A regional correlation with a
sequential approach is proposed between the two outcrop regions,
including also a section located further south in the Sudanese Enn-
edi Massif published by Klitzsch et al. (1993).
2. Geological setting and Siluro-Devonian stratigraphy

During the early Palaeozoic, Libya was part of the extensive
North Gondwanan platform that was characterised by an N–
NNW dipping ramp-like topography extending to the northwest
towards the open marine realm (Guiraud et al., 2005). The south-
ern Saharan shelf was nevertheless punctuated by a subdued struc-
tural relief including NNW to N trending axial topographic highs
which significantly influenced sedimentation patterns during the
Cambrian and early Ordovician (Klitzsch, 1971, 2008). The Cam-
bro-Ordovician Hassaouna formation in Al Kufrah basin is mostly
characterised by clastic deposits, represented by a thick aggrada-
tional package of fluvial sandstones, punctuated by discrete shal-
low marine intervals (Turner, 1980; Sherif and Shagroni, 2008).
During the late Ordovician, an extensive but short-lived glacial epi-
sode deposited a sandstone-dominated succession of glaciogenic
sediments (Mamuniyat Fm.) (Le Heron et al., 2010). The overall
northward flow of ice sheets was indicative of a northward dipping
shelf across North Africa which persisted throughout the Palaeozo-
ic (Selley, 1997; Le Heron and Craig, 2008).

During the subsequent transgression resulting from the late Or-
dovician deglaciation, the residual glacially-sculpted topography
was completely buried by deposits of the Silurian Tanezzuft forma-
tion (Lüning et al., 1999, 2000a,b). In the Murzuq basin, lower
Llandoverian organically-enriched ‘‘hot shales’’ are preserved
partly in depressions resulting from subglacial incision. Source
rocks of similar origin may also occur in Al Kufrah basin, concen-
trated in the glacial-induced topographic lows (Lüning et al.,
1999; Lüning and Fello, 2008). The basal part of the Tanezzuft for-
mation is, therefore, considered here as being both the main hydro-
carbon source rock and the main seal in the potential Ordovician-
reservoired petroleum system in Al Kufrah basin.

Tanezzuft silty shales grade progressively upward into the het-
erogeneous deltaic Akakus formation testifying to renewed coarse
siliciclastic input as the depositional system prograded northwest-
ward. At the end of the Silurian, a significant re-organisation of the
North African platform, termed the Caledonian event, occurred and
initiated the development of many individual upper Palaeozoic
sedimentary basins (e.g. Illizi, Berkine, Murzuq and Al Kufrah ba-
sins). The shelf was characterised by patchy uplift and erosion.
Massive fluvial sandstones of the early Devonian Tadrart formation
rest unconformably on the Silurian Akakus formation, separated by
the Caledonian unconformity. The tide-dominated succession of
the Middle Devonian Binem formation gradually overlies the con-
tinental deposits of the Tadrart formation (Fig. 2).

2.1. Mamuniyat–Tanezzuft formations: Ordovician–Silurian transition
beds

Both Bellini and Massa (1980, p. 35) and Lüning et al. (1999, p.
701) note that exposures of the contact between the Mamuniyat
and Tanezzuft formations, representing the Ordovician–Silurian
transition, are rare. Many outcrops are concealed by sand dunes,
rock falls or Quaternary lake deposits that are extensively devel-
oped across other areas of southern Libya, such as the Fezzan
(Armitage et al., 2007). In rare localities, mostly in large wadi floors
where erosion has removed the succession down to the basal Tane-
zzuft silty shale, the top of Mamuniyat sandstones is recognisable
but the subsequent few metres are not preserved, so the Ordovi-
cian–Silurian transitional beds still remain commonly obscured.

The uppermost Mamuniyat formation in Jabal az Zalmah and Ja-
bal ‘Asba consists of either a thin pebbly ‘‘transgressive’’ lag (Local-
ity 3, p. 27, Le Heron and Howard, 2012) or thick tide-related cross
bedded sandstones rich in orthocones (Le Heron et al., 2010),
respectively. The Tanezzuft formation rests unconformably on
top of the Mamuniyat formation. This unconformity is interpreted
as resulting from regional storm wave base erosion on the shelf as
the overall depositional system becomes open marine during the
transgression. Where it is exposed, the basal Tanezzuft formation
is composed of shale that grade upward into thin siltstones, inter-
bedded with silty shale. The residual topography inherited from
the late Ordovician glaciation controls the thickness of the basal
Tanezzuft silty shale which ranges from 15 to 60 m. The basal
Tanezzuft strata are interpreted as being deposited during the
widespread deglaciation that occurred in North Africa at the latest
Ordovician–early Silurian boundary (Ghienne et al., 2007).

2.2. The middle–upper Tanezzuft and Akakus formations

In Jabal az Zalmah, the middle to upper Tanezzuft and Akakus
formations are very well exposed along extensive NNE–SSW strik-
ing inselbergs. Several sharp-based, sandstone-dominated inter-
vals can be correlated over long distances (Fig. 3). In contrast,
owing to the greater density of W–E and NW–SE trending faults
that traverse the outcrop belt, exposures in Jabal ‘Asba are much
more discontinuous (see also Bellini and Massa, 1980). The middle
to upper Tanezzuft formation is typically silty or shaly and pro-
gressively passes upward into a siltier and sandier package defin-
ing what Lüning et al. (1999) called ‘‘the transition zone’’ with
the Akakus formation. The Akakus presents a more heterogeneous
succession with a higher proportion of sand and silt rich in trace
fossils including Skolithos isp., Arthrophycus isp. and Cruzina isp.,
but also cross stratified sandy beds.

Measured sections in this study show the Tanezzuft and Akakus
formations reach a combined maximum thickness of 300 m in Ja-
bal az Zalmah, but are much thinner in Jabal ‘Asba where only
25 m is preserved (Fig. 12). Bellini and Massa (1980) reported
160 m in Jabal Duhun (Tibesti), Turner (1980) between 0 and
25 m in Jabal ‘Asba, Sherif and Shagroni (2008) 275 m in Jabal az
Zalmah and Klitzsch et al. (1993) around 90 m in the Ennedi Moun-
tains. These thickness variations result from the combination of
three different basin- and local-scale features:

(i) As previously noted, the inherited glacially-sculpted shelf
topography accounts for thickness variations of the basal
Tanezzuft strata. These fill depressions during the early



Fig. 2. Summary stratigraphy of the Silurian and the Devonian succession in Al Kufrah basin. The section was constructed from sections 3 (N22�55016.900–E24�20057.600) and 4
(N22�5502500–E24�2005800) located at Jabal ‘Asba area. It shows the contact with the uppermost Ordovician glacially-related Mamuniyat formation but also the entire Siluro-
devonian succession. The last glacial unconformity is overlain by transgressive tidal sandstones grading upward into storm dominated Tanezzuft shales as the final
deglaciation occurs. The contact between the Tannezuft shales and tidal Mamuniyat formation is discordant, likely dated at the Ordovician–Silurian boundary, and is
interpreted as a storm ravinement surface. The top Silurian–base Devonian unconformity marking the Akakus formation–Tadrart formation contact constitutes an extensive
regional uplift and erosion event in Al Kufrah basin.
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stage of the transgression, whilst surrounding palaeohighs
remain starved of sediments (Lüning et al., 1999, 2000a,b).
Moreover, the base of the Tanezzuft is rarely exposed in
the field, complicating precise thickness measurements.

(ii) The upper Tanezzuft and the Akakus formations wedge out
on a regional scale towards the N–NW, defining an extensive
progradational unit (Turner, 1991). A thicker succession is,
therefore, expected to have been deposited in northwestern
areas where the sedimentary front is likely preserved.
(iii) Caledonian deformation produced significant localised ero-
sion of the Akakus formation on both the flanks and in the
centre of Al Kufrah basin (Herzog et al., 2008).

The onset of the Silurian progradation corresponds to a 2nd or-
der maximum flooding surface (see Lüning et al., 1999, 2000a,b, p.
134) and may coincide in Jabal az Zalmah with the Tanezzuft–Aka-
kus boundary (cyphus–triangulatus zones, Rhuddanian–early Aero-
nian age).



Fig. 3. General view of the Silurian and lower Devonian strata in Jabal az Zalmah (N25�43037.300–E23�33059.100). The uppermost part of the Tannezuft formation and the
Akakus formation is mostly exposed along extensive south–southeast to north–northwest oriented cliffs and consists of heterogeneous shale to fine-grained sandstones in
which 8 m-thick massive sandy bars have been observed and used as regional stratigraphic markers. Benches are interpreted as being equivalent shoreface storm dominated
deposits (bars A, B, D, F and G) or tidal flat to estuarine deposits (bars C, E and H). Bars are sharp-based with underlaying heterogeneous inter-bars and represent key
stratigraphic forced regression surfaces. Lower Devonian fluvial sandstones of the Tadrart formation (red strata) unconformably overlie Silurian Akakus formation. Detailed
section is shown in Fig. 9. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2.3. The Tadrart and Binem formations

In Jabal az Zalmah, the Tadrart formation is often present on the
crests of inselbergs and is easily discriminated from the underlying
Akakus formation by its reddish to yellowish colour. It consists of
resistant, cliff-forming sharp based planar cross bedded fine-
grained sandstones (Fig. 7a–d) whilst in Jabal ‘Asba, the reddish
colours are more subdued and the facies are coarser with fine to
coarse grained pebbly sandstones (Fig. 4). An early Devonian age
is tentatively assigned to the Tadrart formation by analogy with
the Murzuq basin.

As previously emphasised by Bellini et al. (1991) and Turner
(1991), the contact with the underlying Akakus formation is dis-
conformable at outcrop (Fig. 7c and d). Near the margins of Al Kuf-
rah basin, this contact can be significantly erosive as the Tadrart
formation locally overlies Ordovician strata belonging to the pre-
glacial Hawaz formation (Herzog et al., 2008). In some locations
in Jabal ‘Asba, the Tadrart formation sandstones rest disconform-
ably on the Tanezzuft formation shales. This erosion, which oc-
curred approximately at the Silurian–Devonian boundary is
interpreted as mainly the result of Caledonian uplift and erosion.
It also coincides with a fall in global sea-level (Dennison, 1985)
which might have amplified the regional unconformity in the sed-
imentary record.

With the exception of some significant local thickness varia-
tions in Jabal ‘Asba (53–61 m: Bellini and Massa, 1980) and in Jabal
Arkñu near the Egyptian border (almost 130 m: Turner, 1980,
1991), the Tadrart formation exhibits a remarkably constant thick-
ness of 40–50 m. both at outcrop and in the subsurface (Grignani
et al., 1991).

In Jabal ‘Asba, the Binem formation overlies the Tadrart forma-
tion with a sharp contact on which wavy thinly bedded siltstones
and marls occur (Fig. 4). In Jabal az Zalmah, bioturbated fine
grained sandstones occur directly above the erosion surface at
the top of the Tadrart formation. The contact is sometimes marked
by sparse ferruginous nodules forming a cemented horizon (Sherif
and Shagroni, 2008). In both Jabal ‘Asba and Jabal az Zalmah, the
Binem formation mostly consists of massive planar to trough cross
bedded, poorly sorted, fine to coarse grained sandstones with lo-
cally some basal conglomerate lenses. The entire formation is sig-
nificantly bioturbated, dominantly with Skolithos-type burrows in
the lower part and Zoophycos associated with Planolites in its
upper part. Sherif and Shagroni (2008) separate the Devonian
sandstones into two different formations based on the presence
of either Skolithos isp. (Qardabah formation) or Zoophycos isp. (Bli-
tah formation).

Some shaly and silty units contain a few pelecypoda, brachio-
poda and gastropoda (see Bellini and Massa, 1980, p. 44). Sandy
strata form small metre thick fining to coarsening upward units
(Turner, 1980, 1991; Sherif and Shagroni, 2008). The entire Binem
formation has been assigned a middle to upper Devonian age, both
in subsurface (Grignani et al., 1991) and at outcrop (Vittimberga
and Cardello, 1963).

3. Biostratigraphic constraints for Siluro-Devonian strata

In the Al Kufrah basin, there are very few reliable age con-
straints for the entire Siluro-Devonian succession either in the out-
crops. In Jabal az Zalmah, only the uppermost part of the Tanezzuft
formation has been reasonably well dated where the graptolite
Neodiplograptus fezzanenzis occurs (Herzog et al., 2008 but also
see p.709, Lüning et al., 1999). This species is considered to indicate
an upper Rhuddanian age (cyphus biozone) (Lüning et al., 1999;
see Lüning et al., 2000a,b, p. 171; Herzog et al., 2008). Near Jabal
‘Asba, the AGIP well KW2 yielded a chitinozoan assemblage and
Climatograptus medius in the middle part of the Tanezzuft forma-
tion which was attributed by Bellini and Massa (1980) to an Ashg-
ill–lower Rhuddanian age.

Biostratigraphic analysis carried out on AGIP wells A1-NC43
and B1NC43 was important for the dating of the Tadrart and the Bi-
nem formations but was inconclusive for the upper Tanezzuft and
Akakus formations which were devoid of biological assemblages
(Grignani et al., 1991). However, recent chemostratigraphic inves-
tigations made on the RWE well A1-NC198 have enabled subsur-
face correlations to be made in much greater detail within these
formations (Lüning et al., 2010).

Thus, much reliance is placed on widespread and diverse trace
fossil assemblages for outcropping Seilacher (2000) sections. Bed-
by-bed analyses reveal taxonomic differences suggesting that Cru-
ziana traces, in particular, may have chronostratigraphic signifi-
cance in southern Libya. The newly discovered Cruziana
kufraensis in Jabal Eghei-Nuqay was notably suggested to be re-
stricted to the base of the Silurian (Seilacher et al., 2002). More-
over, different specific morphology-based Cruziana ichnozones



Fig. 4. General view of the Devonian strata in Jabal ‘Asba (N23�7037.700–E24�27026.700). Outcrops show basal aggrading and massive fluvial cross bedded sandstones of the
lower Devonian Tadrart formation which grade upward into silty to sandy middle to upper Devonian tide-related Binem formation. Fluvial deposits aggrade on the regional
top Silurian–base Devonian unconformity and show similar thickness and facies pattern at all the localities visited in Al Kufrah basin. The Binem formation is interpreted as a
progressive transgression above the fluvial Tadrart formation deposits.
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were proposed to characterise the boundary between the lower
and the upper Silurian (Seilacher, 1992, 2007, 2008; Seilacher
et al., 2002). In Jabal az Zalmah, horizons within the upper Tane-
zzuft and Akakus formations have yielded abundant examples of
Arthrophycus alleghanensis and Arthrophycus linearis. A specific
identification of Cruziana forms was unfortunately attempted in
this study.

Numerous Zoophycos ichnofabrics, rarely associated with Spiro-
phyton isp., are preserved at the top of the Binem formation,
accompanying a transition to more mud-rich deposits (Fig. 7g
and h). The first occurrence of Zoophycos isp., is attributed to mid-
dle to upper Devonian. It may have chronostratigraphic signifi-
cance throughout Al Kufrah basin (Turner, 1980; Turner and
Benton, 1983; Seilacher, 2007) and is considered by us as a valu-
able regional marker in the tentative of stratigraphic correlations
made between Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba.

4. Sedimentological analysis and facies models

A detailed facies examination of the Siluro-Devonian succession
was undertaken in both Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba. Detailed
logging allows a series of facies associations to be defined. These
are summarised in Table 1 and illustrated in Figs. 5–7. Three differ-
ent facies association groups have been identified. Each group is
characterised by a dominant flow process that allows indirect
interpretation of their depositional palaeo-settings (storm and
wave-related facies group, tide-related facies assemblage and flu-
vial-related deposits). Depositional environments are interpreted
on the basis of facies associations. The spatial distribution and
the relative palaeo-bathymetry of each facies assemblage (with
the exception of the fluvial-related facies group of the Tadrart for-
mation) are illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11.

4.1. Storm and wave-related facies associations

Storm-related depositional models are mostly derived from
studies of ancient deposits due to the difficulty of observing the
genesis of bedforms during modern storm events. Most studies
aim to define facies association belts with respect to their relative
paleo-bathymetry during a storm event. The models depend on an
understanding of hydraulic palaeo-flows through detailed analysis
of sedimentary structures (Brenchley and Newall, 1982; Aigner
and Reineck, 1982; Nelson, 1982; Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; Aig-
ner, 1985; Guillocheau and Hoffert, 1988; Guillocheau, 1990; Duke,
1985; Duke et al., 1991; Myrow, 1992; Myrow and Southard,
1996). It is assumed that storm events result in the development
of specific deposits on the shallow marine shelf between the shore-
line and storm wave-base (i.e. the upper to lower offshore transi-
tion according to the definition of Walker and Plint (1992).
Bedform geometry, thicknesses and heterogeneities result from
combined flows, of which offshore-directed bottom unidirectional
currents and waning oscillatory currents are important compo-
nents (Allen, 1985; Nøttvedt and Kreisa, 1987; Duke et al., 1991;
Myrow and Southard, 1991). The models predict (1) greater ero-
sion and by-pass in proximal domains (i.e. the shoreface to upper
offshore where scours, sole marks and stratal amalgamation are



Table 1
Facies associations (FAs) characterisation, dominant hydraulic palaeo-flows and palaeo-environment interpretations identified for the Siluro-Devonian succession in Al Kufrah basin.

FA Lithology, grain size, sorting Thickness, bedding Sedimentary structures Ichnofabrics Hydraulic flow type Palaeo-
environments

FA1 Well sorted medium to coarse
grained sandstones

cm to dm thick, horizontal tabular
beds, basal scours

In-phase aggrading symmetrical vortex ripples
amalgamation

/ Fair-weather oscillatory flow Upper to
middle
shoreface

FA2 Well sorted siltstones to fine
grained sandstones

dm to m thick, tabular to connected
lenticular beds

Amalgamated anisotropic HCS (Cheel and Leckie,
1993), rare swaley cross stratifications, parallel
laminations, rare wave climbing ripples

Skolithos isp.,
Arthrophycus
isp., Cruziana
isp.

storm-weather oscillatory flow + offshore
directed unidirectional bottom flow
(combined flow)

middle to
lower
shoreface

FA3 Shale, sitlstones, fine grained
sandstones

cm to dm thick, disconnected
lenticular beds, basal scours and
gutters

‘‘erosionnal hummocks’’ (Guillocheau and Hoffert,
1988), scour and drape isotropic HCS (Cheel and
Leckie, 1993), co-genetic interference ripples

Planolites isp.,
Skolithos isp.,
Teichnicus isp.

Storm-weather oscillatory flow + offshore
directed unidirectional bottom flow
(combined flow)

Proximal
upper
offshore

FA4 Shale, well sorted sitlstones and
fine grained sandstones

cm to dm thick, sharp based tabular to
connected lenticular beds, flaser
bedding, basal gutters and furrows

Horizontal parallel to undulated laminations, in-
phase symmetrical vortex to post vortex climbing
ripples (type B), small ball and pillow structures

Teichnicus isp. storm-weather oscillatory flow + offshore
directed unidirectional bottom flow
(combined flow)

medium
upper
offshore

FA5 shale, silty shale, siltstones, very
fine to fine grained sandstones

mm to cm thick, sharp based tabular to
disconnected lenticular beds, low relief
domes, basal microgutters

Horizontal to slightly undulated laminations,
unidirectional current ripples, storm graded layers

Skolithos isp. Oscillatory + unidirectional flow with (a)
turbulent current waning, (b) storm surge
ebb current, (c) density induced flow

Distal upper
offshore

FA6 Shale, silty shale cm to m thick, tabular Structureless Mottled (?) Setting Lower
offshore

FA7 Shale, siltsones, poorly sorted fine
to coarse grained sandstones

cm thick, sharp based tabular to
connected lenticular beds, flaser
bedding, basal gutters

Aggrading vortex to post vortex ripples, rare
unidirectional ripples

/ Unidirectional flow (wave oscillatory flow
reworking)

Tidal mixed
flat

FA8 Siltsones, poorly sorted fine to
medium grained sandstones

dm to m thick, horizontal tabular beds,
through cross bedding, thickening-up
and thinning-up patterns

Trough cross bedding (dunes),unidirectional current
ripples, mudships

Thalassinoides
isp., Skolithos
isp.

Unidirectional flow (dominant) Tide-
dominated
sheltered
costal plain

FA9 Well sorted fine to medium
grained sandstones

cm to dm thick, sharp based horizontal
tabular beds, planar to trough cross
bedding, atop scour surface

Planar to trough cross bedding (dunes), bundles and
mud couplets

Skolithos isp.
(few)

Unidirectional flow (dominant) Tide-
dominated
estuary or
tidal inlet

FA10 Siltstones, poorly sorted fine to
coarse grained sandstones with
scattered granules and pebbles

cm to dm thick, horizontal tabular
beds, planar cross bedding

Planar cross bedding (dunes), longitudinal bars / Unidirectional flow (dominant) Fluvial
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Fig. 5. The uppermost Tanezzuft formation and the Akakus formation successions contain storm-related deposits in both outcrop regions. These deposits mostly form bars A,
B, D, F, G and inter-bars of the Akakus cliff in Jabal az Zalmah and are interpreted as being preserved between the shoreface and distal upper offshore zones of a palaeo-ramp
setting. (a) Amalgamated hummock cross-stratified fine-grained sandstones forming massive sharp-based equivalent shoreface deposits (Jabal az Zalmah). (b) Amalgamation
of symetrical vortex straight-crested oscillatory ripples in fine to medium grained sandstones (upper Shoreface) (Jabal ‘Asba). (c) Interferent polygonal co-genetic ripples or
‘‘bricks and tiles’’ pattern-like ripples (proximal to medium domains of upper Offshore) (Jabal az Zalmah). (d) Stacked assymetrical climbing ripples sets forming centimetric
thick tabular sandy beds. Facies may include ‘‘ball and pillow’’ structures. (medium part of upper Offshore) (Jabal ‘Asba). (e) Details of an aggrading pattern of in-phase
symmetrical climbing ripples (type B) within well-sorted fine sandstones (medium upper offshore) (Jabal ‘Asba). (f) Teichnicus isp. (arrow) burrowing a thin wave-rippled
sandy bed (medium upper offshore) (Jabal ‘Asba). (g) Tabular millimetric-thick silty sandy benches interbedded with muddy siltstones (distal upper offshore). (h) Details of
undulated fining-upward storm graded sandy and silty layers burrowed by Skolithos isp. (distal upper offshore). Note: microfurrows at the base of graded layers.
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expected, (2) ‘‘active sedimentation’’ in a intermediary area influ-
enced by unidirectional and oscillatory currents, and (3) ‘‘passive’’
sedimentation in a more distal domain where deposition from sus-
pension and low-density flows dominates (Guillocheau and Hoff-
ert, 1988; Guillocheau, 1990; Myrow, 1992).

4.1.1. Facies association 1 (FA 1): upper to middle shoreface
This facies association is restricted to Jabal ‘Asba and occurs in

the uppermost part of the Akakus formation. The deposits com-
prise well sorted medium to coarse – grained sandstones that are
of centimetres to decimetres in thickness (Fig. 5b). The sandstones
are tabular and sharp-based. In-phase undulating concordant lam-
inae sets are attributed to small aggrading symmetrical vortex
oscillatory ripples and constitute the main sedimentological struc-
tures. Scour surfaces preserved at each top of ripple trains testify to
a high accumulation rate associated with a strong erosive compo-
nent. Oscillatory flows, which are common in open shallow marine
shelves, are generated by wave oscillations waning during storm
fall-out (Myrow, 1992; Cheel and Leckie, 1993) or pure, fair-weath-
er wave agitation (De Raaf et al., 1977). The fact that these wave-
generated structures are not associated with hummocky or swaley
morphologies in coarse to medium – grained sands suggests that
fair-weather wave actions produced this facies association. The
lithological homogeneity, coupled with the absence of mud and
the amalgamation of wave ripple forms support their genesis in
an upper to middle shoreface environment.

4.1.2. Facies association 2 (FA 2): lower to middle shoreface
The first two prominent sandstone intervals within the Akakus

formation of Jabal az Zalmah correspond to sharp-based, metre-



Fig. 6. Bars C, E and H of the Akakus formation in Jabal az Zalmah and the uppermost part of the Akakus succession in Jabal ‘Asba constitute sharp-based tide-related strata.
(a) Highly bioturbated horizontal and tabular decimetric thick sandy sheets (Jabal az Zalmah). (b) Bioturbated cross-bedded fine-grained sandstones with planar foresets of
2D megaripples (Jabal az Zalmah). (c) Lee side face tangential foresets of migrating 3D megaripples scoured at the top by erosive surface (black arrow). Note that foresets are
made of thickening to thinning-up patterns of sandy bundles laminae sets corresponding to neap (n) to spring (s) tides cyclicity (Jabal az Zalmah). (d) Close-up of lingoid
crested unidirectional current ripples train (Jabal az Zalmah). (e) Concave-up scour surface truncating a stoss-side 3D megaripple, underlain by wave-generated ripples (Jabal
‘Asba). (f) Aggrading in-phase symmetrical climbing wave-generated ripples into a fine to medium – grained sandy bench (Jabal ‘Asba). (g) Lenticular to wavy bedding in a
muddy to fine-grained sandstone assemblage. Note the unidirectional current ripples train into muddy silty matrix (Jabal ‘Asba). (h) Small asymetrical gutter cast (white
arrow) located at the base of a centimetric thick coarse – to medium – grained cross bedded sandy bed (Jabal ‘Asba).
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thick sandy packages dominated by storm deposits (Figs. 3 and 5a).
These packages form regionally extensive, tabular markers that can
be correlated over almost 25 km. Internally, these tabular sand-
stone packages comprise connected lenticular, tabular and hori-
zontal beds consisting of siltstones to fine-grained sandstones
within which several different sedimentary structures are appar-
ent. These include (1) amalgamated sets of hummocky cross strat-
ified bedforms (HCS) and, locally, swaley cross stratification (SCS),
(2) parallel laminated deposits and (3) wave climbing ripples.
These latter structures are scarce. Basal bounding surfaces of bed-
forms are angular, including low-angle scours, and locally exhibit
gutter casts. In-phase, symmetrical wave ripple-forms overlying
the hummocks are preserved at the top of individual beds. The fa-
cies association is affected throughout by vertical burrows (Skoli-
thos isp.). HCS and SCS amalgamations recorded in homogeneous
strata have been traditionally related to storms occurring in a shal-
low marine near shore setting where the sedimentation is perma-
nently interrupted by offshore-directed bottom currents and wave
agitation, preventing finer particles from settling (Dott and Bour-
geois, 1982; Cheel and Leckie, 1993). Individual beds stack into
massive aggrading storm-generated sandstones which systemati-
cally rest abruptly on muddier facies (FA 4 to 5). These deposits
are interpreted as being formed above or near to the fair-weather
wave base (Walker and Plint, 1992; Plint, 1988). Because of the low
occurrence of SCS, we interpreted this facies association as being
part of the middle to lower shoreface.

4.1.3. Facies association 3 (FA 3): proximal upper offshore
Hummocky cross-stratified strata also occur within heterolithic

facies groups made up of fine grained sandstones interbedded with



Fig. 7. Photographs illustrating facies of the Tadrart and Binem formations. (a) Massive reddish fluvial cross bedded sandstones of the Tadrart formation (Jabal ‘Asba). (b)
Details of planar cross-stratified fine-grained sandstones (fluvial bar preserved in the Tadrart formation) (Jabal az Zalmah). (c) Heretogeneous hummocky cross-stratified
succession of the Akakus formation truncated by reddish cross bedded fluvial Tadrart formation sandstones. The truncation has been interpreted as being the top Silurian–
base Devonian unconformity (Jabal az Zalmah). (d) Illustration of the top Silurian–base Devonian unconformity at the Akakus–Tadrart formations transition (Jabal az Zalmah).
(e) Cross-bedded sandstones of the middle Devonian Binem formation significantly affected by numerous Skolithos isp. burrows (Jabal ‘Asba). (f) Close-up of a ‘‘Tigillites’’
facies in the Binem formation (vertical burrowing of long Skolithos isp. ichnofabric) (Jabal ‘Asba). (g) Zoophycos isp. significantly preserved into the uppermost Binem
formation (Jabal ‘Asba). (h) Spirophyton isp. preserved into the uppermost part of the Binem formation (Jabal ‘Asba). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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siltstones and mudstones. Hummocks are metre-spaced, lenticular
and disconnected bedforms that pass laterally into rippled silt-
stone and shale. They are convex-up bedforms whose upper sur-
faces are affected by erosional scours. Individual hummocky
cross-stratified beds are composed of parallel lamina sets which
thicken towards swales. Similar structures have been previously
described as ‘‘erosional hummocks’’ (Guillocheau and Hoffert,
1988) or scour and drape type isotropic hummocks (Cheel and Lec-
kie, 1993). Polygonal ripples or co-genetic interference ripples are
observed that display a ‘‘brick and tile’’ configuration in plan view
(Fig. 5c). Bioturbation is restricted to Planolites isp. and Teichnicus
isp.. This facies association comprises storm-affected strata depos-
ited in a shallow marine environment in which numerous scour
surfaces and bedform typologies reveal net erosion and by-pass.
We attribute this facies assemblage to the proximal domain of an
upper offshore setting.

4.1.4. Facies association 4 (FA 4): medium upper offshore
This facies association consists of thinly bedded fine-grained

sandstones interbedded with bioturbated siltstone and rare shale.
The sandstones are mostly planar-bedded: laminations are mostly
horizontal and laterally continuous, but also display connected len-
ticular-shaped layers. The sandstone beds pass gradationally up-
ward into finer lithologies. In contrast, the basal contact of the
sandstone beds is sharp and characterised by a low-angle erosional
surface that is punctuated by small gutters and furrows. Flat paral-
lel or slightly undulated laminations are systematically preserved
within tabular beds whereas the lenticular bedforms shape is
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mainly made up by a stacking of straight-crested climbing rippled
forms. Locally, beds are structureless or deformed by small size
‘‘ball and pillow’’ structures (Fig. 5d). The bioturbation is only re-
stricted to Teichnicus isp. forms.

The observations above enable us to distinguish the following:

(1) Where the occurrence of scour surfaces in beds is low,
round-crested, in-phase symmetrical vortex wave-ripples
are common, although they can locally also exhibit a slight
lateral drift where they develop into the type B climbing rip-
ples of Allen (1973). These ripple types pass laterally to post-
vortex symmetrical climbing wave ripples forming conse-
quently complex wave ripples trains (Fig. 5e). The spacing
between structures ranges from centimetric to decimetric.

(2) Within those beds characterised by numerous internal scour
surfaces, only stacked, symmetrical vortex wave rippled
forms are preserved (Fig. 5f). In these cases, the tops of rip-
ples are frequently truncated by the base of the succeeding
ripple trains.

Symmetrical wave ripples associated with slight asymmetrical
ripple marks might be produced under dominant oscillatory cur-
rents in combination with a slight unidirectional component,
superimposed with a high rate of sedimentation to allow the
aggradation of structures (Allen, 1985). Comparable bedforms
were described by Dott and Bourgeois (1982), Myrow (1992) and
Guillocheau (1990). The latter author interpreted them to form in
relative depressions beneath fair-weather wave base, yet in an
upper offshore environment, from offshore-directed unidirectional
Fig. 8. Illustration of a tidal inlet scour and its transgressive infilling expression at the tra
(N22�53058.600–E24�22032.000). The basal erosion represents an asymmetrical decametr
heterolithic silty to sandy storm-generated deposits. The tidal inlet incision corresponds t
surface (TRS). The wave ravinement surface (WRS) is placed between tidal sandstones a
currents that were actively reworked by wave processes. A med-
ium upper offshore is proposed as a depositional setting.

4.1.5. Facies association 5 (FA 5): distal upper offshore
These deposits comprise thin beds of very fine to fine grained

sandstone and subordinate siltstone that are interbedded with
thick shale and silty shale accumulations. Sandstone and siltstone
horizons are several millimetres to centimetres thick. Comprising
laterally extensive, undulating strata, or somewhat more discon-
nected convex-up lenses that pass laterally into mudrocks, the
sandstone beds are characterised by fining-upward lamina sets
(Fig. 5g and h). Small-scale gutter casts characterise the base of
sharp-based sandstone beds (Fig. 5h). Lamina sets are mainly par-
allel at outcrops though and slightly undulated, forming metre-
spaced low relief domes. Basal sandy lamina sets locally show
cross-bedding. Bioturbation is monospecific, rare and restricted
to isolated Skolithos isp. (Fig. 5g).

The thin graded sandstone beds compare with storm graded
layers of Aigner and Reineck (1982), but perhaps more closely with
thin-bedded rhythmites of Nelson (1982) who emphasised, in
addition to undulating structures, the occurrence of small unidirec-
tional current ripples above sharp basal surfaces. Such vertical gra-
dations and undulations of sand layers are commonly produced
under conditions of suspension under the influence of a wave-gen-
erated oscillatory current (Guillocheau, 1990) and might merely
result from waning storm flows (Reineck and Singh, 1972). Never-
theless, small basal current ripples in association with undulating
bedforms indicate an occasional unidirectional component super-
imposed on the dominant oscillatory flow. Internal stratification
nsition between Tanezzuft formation and Akakus formation in Jabal ‘Asba (section 3)
ic-width channel incision infilled by cross bedded tidal sandstones, followed by
o a sequence boundary (SB1), a transgressive surface (TS) but also a tidal ravinement
nd the storm dominated strata sets.
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may result from (1) fine particles held in suspension in ‘‘turbulent’’
flow (Reineck and Singh, 1972), (2) storm surge ebb-flows (Nelson,
1982) or (3) combination of density-induced flow (or geostrophic
current) and wave oscillations (Myrow and Southard, 1996). The
high shale content, the absence of classic storm indicators such
as HCS/ SCS and/or co-genetic interference ripples, and the absence
of scour surfaces support deposition of this facies association with-
in the relatively distal upper offshore domain.

4.1.6. Facies association 6 (FA 6): lower offshore
Poorly exposed, centimetric to decimetric thick silty shale and

shale characterise this facies association. These deposits are devoid
of sedimentary structures, and are best represented within the
Akakus formation of Jabal az Zalmah, and near the base of the Bi-
nem formation at both basin margins. Commonly, they are inter-
bedded with facies associations FA 4 to 5 and constitute the
finest-grained deposits discussed in this paper. Whilst poor-quality
exposure may obscure some details, they are interpreted to record
deposition below storm wave-base, and hence may be attributed
to a lower offshore environment.

4.2. Tide-related facies associations

4.2.1. Facies association 7 (FA 7): wave-reworked mixed flat
This facies association was observed in one location in Jabal

‘Asba in the uppermost part of the Akakus formation. It comprises
a heterolithic assemblage of thinly-bedded, fine to coarse – grained
sandstones interbedded with siltstones and mudstones. The bed-
ding displays two contrasted types of internal organisation:

(1) Lenticular bedding facies comprising more or less connected
very fine to fine-grained cross bedded sandy lenses within
a silty to muddy matrix (Fig. 6g). Current ripples may be
connected to a thin sandy ribbons, forming lenticular
lithosomes.

(2) Wavy bedding characterised by rippled sandstone beds, sev-
eral centimetres thick, interbedded with silty to muddy
deposits (Fig. 6f). Sandstones are poorly sorted and medium
– to coarse – grained. Beds are sharp-based, displaying local
small gutter casts (Fig. 6h). Coarse sandstones are either
cross – stratified or otherwise bear undulations with a slight
asymmetry. Fine-grained sandstones, meanwhile, are well
sorted and contain aggrading vortex to post-vortex wave
ripples. This bedding is particularly associated with the
facies assemblage FA 9 (Fig. 6e). Palaeo-current measure-
ments reveal a dominant N–NE transport direction.

Facies association 7 is interpreted to represent a mixed flat
environment dominated by unidirectional and oscillatory flows. Ti-
dal currents are suggested to represent the principal transport
agent for sand transport and flow over a muddier palaeo-setting
which may also have been influenced by open marine processes.
Reworking by oscillatory wave currents over distal parts of the
mixed flat would be expected.

4.2.2. Facies association 8 (FA 8): sheltered tidal flat
These deposits largely comprise poorly-sorted, fine to medium

grained tabular sandstones and thin silty interbeds. Sandstone hori-
zons are horizontal and tabular, decimetres to metres thick and oc-
cur within poorly organised successions that develop both
thickening-up and thinning-up patterns (Fig. 6a). Intense bioturba-
tion characterised these deposits: mottling and Thallasinoïdes isp.
occur within the Akakus formation, whereas in the Binem formation
this facies association is mostly characterised by monospecific cen-
timetre-long Skolithos isp. Trough cross-bedding occurs within
thicker units, whereas unidirectional ripples occur within the thin-
ner units (Fig. 6b). Vestigial inter-laminae mud-chips occasionally
occur within some cross-strata: sandstones are otherwise homoge-
neous with no evidence of either normal or inverse grading. Cross-
beds are frequently stacked and form laterally extensive sandsheets.

Unidirectional flows have been clearly identified as being the
main hydraulic process responsible for sandstone deposition, in
spite of the bioturbation overprint. Mud chips within cross strati-
fied sandstones foresets may have been sourced from mud drapes
that would be expected to drape foresets at ebb or flood slack-
water stage in a coastal plain setting (Visser, 1980; Weimer
et al., 1982; Dalrymple et al., 1992). The absence of wave-gener-
ated features, scour surfaces and the strong homogeneity of mot-
tled bioturbation tend to indicate a protected shallow marine
environment. We suggest a sheltered tidal flat as a depositional
environment for facies association 8.

4.2.3. Facies association 9 (FA 9): tide-dominated estuary–tidal inlet
Metre-thick beds of well sorted, cross-bedded sandstone rest

sharply upon finer-grained deposits in a comparable manner to
those of facies association 8. The strata comprise fine – to med-
ium-grained sandstones with generally well preserved dunes.
Foresets are mainly planar and are defined by regular alternations
of sandy bundles and thinner muddy drapes. Mud to sandy bundle
couplet sets vary in thickness with cyclic dm-thick thickening and
thinning-upward patterns as foresets migrate laterally (Fig. 6c).
Dunes form longitudinal bars with palaeocurrent measurements
indicating a preferential flow direction to the NNE. Topsets are
truncated by convex-up scour surfaces which in turn, are overlain
by other rippled-bedforms (Fig. 6d and e). No burrows occur within
this facies association in the Akakus formation but in the Binem
formation, cm to dm-long Skolithos isp. is recognised (Fig. 7e and f).

Periodic unidirectional currents occurring during tidal flows are
clearly responsible for the formation of the sand bars, for their cyc-
lic internal organisation, and for the origin of mud couplets (Visser,
1980). The absence of wave reworking testifies to a protected shal-
low marine environment, but one that was affected by sustained
northward-directed ebb tidal currents: these currents are normal
to the west–east oriented shoreline of the Silurian as proposed by
Guiraud et al. (2005). We interpreted this facies association as being
deposits preserved in a tide-dominated estuarine environment.

4.3. Fluviatile facies association

4.3.1. Facies association 10 (FA 10): fluvial channels system
This association is specifically attributed to the massive lower

Devonian Tadrart formation (Fig. 7a, c and d). In Jabal ‘Asba, a typ-
ical vertical succession of facies association 10 comprises a basal
succession of fine to coarse-grained cross-bedded sandstones, with
irregular conglomeratic lenses, thinning upward into massive, fine-
grained sandstones, interbedded with siltstones. In Jabal az Zal-
mah, the grain-size is more homogeneous from base to top and
stacked, fine-grained sandstones prevail. In Jabal ‘Asba, the strata
exhibit trough cross-bedding with occasional basal conglomerates.
By comparison, in Jabal az Zalmah, only stacked 2D to 3D dunes oc-
cur (Fig. 7b). Palaeocurrent measurements indicate predominant
flow toward the W–NW, which is quite consistent with the earlier
results of Turner (1991). This facies association is devoid of biotur-
bation, and given the predominance of stacked, cross-bedded sand-
stones at each basin margin, we consider these bedforms as a
series of bars within a fluvial channel complex.
5. Stratigraphic and sequential architecture

Few stratigraphic correlations were tentatively undertaken but
turned out being relied on more on lithological criteria rather than



Fig. 9. Log section of the Akalus, Tadrart and Binem formations in Jabal az Zalmah emphasising vertical facies association trends, key stratigraphical surfaces and 3rd order
depositional sequences (sequences 1–7) (N25�43037.300–E23�33059.100). Sequences 1–4 compose the Akakus formation. Bars C, E and H constitute tide-generated sandy
benches interpreting as deposited during early stages of transgressive sequences within the Silurian Akakus formation. The top of the Akakus formation is truncated by the
Caledonian unconformity (SB5) overlain by fluvial sandstones of the lower Devonian Tadrart formation (sequence 5). The Binem formation is composed of a series of tide-
related cycles (sequences 6 and 7).
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on sequential order considerations (Turner, 1980; Grignani et al.,
1991). Our field observations suggest that facies affinities, uncon-
formities and sequential trends are extensive enough to allow cor-
relations over long distances. Fig. 12 illustrates the high resolution
stratigraphic and sequential architecture of pre-tectonic Silurian
and post-tectonic Devonian strata between Jabal ‘Asba and Jabal
az Zalmah, with respect to the differential erosion as a result of
the Caledonian uplift. Depositional sequences in the Siluro-Devo-
nian strata are defined as being similar order transgressive–regres-
sive cycles (sequences 1–7) and are bounded by major sequence
boundaries (SB1–SB7).

5.1. The Silurian stratigraphic architecture (upper Tanezzuft and
Akakus formations)

5.1.1. Depositional sequences in Jabal az Zalmah
Eight prominent metre-scale thick sandstone marker beds sep-

arated by silty and shale interbed can be traced laterally over a dis-
tance of about 25 km along continuous SW–NE strike oriented
upper Tanezzuft–Akakus cliffs which dip slightly towards the
south (Fig. 3). These bars are sharp based and numbered A–H
(Figs. 9 and 12).

Bars A, B, D, F and G are characterised by sharp-based storm-
dominated shoreface sandstones (facies associations FA 2) whereas
Fig. 10. Spatial distribution and relative bathymetric zonation of storm-related facies as
late stages of transgressive sequences (HST and late TST).

Fig. 11. Spatial distribution and relative bathymetric zonation of tide-related facies as
transgressive sequences (early TST).
bars C, E and H develop tide-related sandy and silty cross bedded
or flat stratified deposits (facies associations FA 7 and FA 8). The
basal parts of the interbedded units are mostly represented by
storm-related heterogeneous deposits consisting of facies associa-
tions FA 5 and 6, characteristic of lower to distal upper offshore,
whereas the upper parts consist of facies associations FA 4 and
FA 3 deposited in a medium to proximal upper offshore environ-
ment. Interbedded units form parasequences restricted to storm-
influenced upper offshore and lower offshore environments. Bars
C and E locally underlie 10s-m to 100s-m long concave-up basal
scours which are also highlighted by relatively minor lateral thick-
ness variations.

The overall regressive Silurian succession in Jabal az Zalmah is
composed of a series of stacked transgressive/regressive sequences
(T/R) formed in a shallow marine shelf setting. They are bounded
by stratigraphic regional surfaces considered as higher frequency
sequence boundaries according to the nomenclature of Vail et al.
(1977) and Posamentier et al. (1988). The surfaces represent severe
facies shifts for bars C, E and H with sheltered tide-related deposits
resting unconformably on open marine upper to lower offshore
deposits. Surfaces beneath bars A, B, D, F and G express less drastic
shifts, separating facies influenced by storm-related flow
processes.
sociations (FA 1 to FA 6) interpreted as deposits preserved in regressive cycles and

sociations (FA 7 to FA 9) interpreted as deposits preserved in the early stages of



Fig. 12. Regional correlation transect of the Siluro-Devonian succession between Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba (north and southeast of Al Kufrah basin) with an extension
to the Sudanese Ennedi massif in the south (section from Klitzsch et al., 1993 in Sudan). Geographical coordinates of section 2 (N25�43037.300–E23�33059.100), section 4
(N23�1101.700–E24�29020.900) and section 5 (N22�55016.900–E24�20057.600).
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5.1.2. Depositional sequences in Jabal ‘Asba
At some locations where aeolian dunes do not entirely conceal

outcrops, the stratigraphic contact between Mamuniyat formation
sandstones and Tanezzuft formation silty shale can be observed (Le
Heron et al., 2010). The top of Mamuniyat cross-bedded tidal sand-
stones is locally sharp, testifying to the existence of a ravinement.
Three thinly bedded iron-rich condensed sections, intensively bio-
turbated by Planolites traces and Skolithos burrows, are preserved
above the sandstones over a vertical distance of a few centimetres.
The overlying Tanezzuft silty shales contain a few fine grained san-
dy lenses characteristic of distal upper to lower offshore (FA 6 to 5)
environments and indicate a progressive deepening upwards. The
erosive surface separating the Mamuniyat formation from the
Tanezzuft formation is interpreted as a storm ravinement surface
caused during transgression as the sea-level rises and open marine
conditions are established. The basal Tanezzuft silty muds grade
upward to sandier facies association FA 5 to 4, indicating a passage
from lower offshore to medium upper offshore environment and
suggesting a regressive trend.

The first massive sandstones bed, located at the base of the Aka-
kus formation, is discordant in Jabal ‘Asba and is interpreted as
being part of a higher order transgressive/regressive (T/R) deposi-
tional sequence bounded by a basal unconformity. Fig. 8 illustrates
the stratigraphic relationship and depositional patterns of the fa-
cies preserved below and above this surface. The unconformity lo-
cally forms decametre-wide channel-form scours, incised into
hummocky stratified siltstones and sandstones of the upper Tane-
zzuft formation (FA 5 and FA 4). The channel is entirely filled by
massive tide-influenced medium to coarse grained sandy point
bars (FA 9). Then, tidal sandstones are capped by a horizontal rav-
inement surface indicative of erosion. This surface is overlain by
distal upper offshore deposits (FA 5) which progressively pass up-
ward into lower offshore deposits (FA 6), forming the next inter-
bedded unit.

Further to the south of the Jabal ‘Asba in the uppermost part of
the Akakus formation, the T/R sequence patterns are similar but
the facies association FA 1 replaces facies associations FA 5 and 6
in the late stages of transgression (Fig. 12, section 5 centred to Jabal
‘Asba location).

The entire Silurian succession in Jabal ‘Asba constitutes a 2nd
order regressive sequence and results from the stacking of higher
frequency T/R sequences which produces similar patterns of depo-
sitional cycles to that recognised in Jabal az Zalmah.
5.1.3. Significance of key stratigraphic surfaces, stacking pattern and
regional equivalent 3rd order depositional sequences correlations

Because as high resolution depositional sequences identified for
the Silurian in Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba display similar pat-
terns, a tentative of correlation is proposed (Fig. 12). In both out-
crop areas, the entire Silurian succesion exhibits a general
shallowing upward trend, from the Tanezzuft formation where
the maximum of water depth is likely preserved (facies associa-
tions FA 5 and FA 6) to the base of the fluvial Tadrart formation
marked by the Caledonian unconformity. As has been already ob-
served in the Murzuq basin (Lüning et al., 2000a,b) but also in Al
Kufrah basin (Turner, 1980; Sherif and Shagroni, 2008), the Silurian
corresponds to a 2nd order regressive cycle. The whole Akakus for-
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mation consists of stacked higher order T/R depositional sequences
which may be attributed to 3rd order cycles.

In this study, we specifically focus on the sequence boundaries
and associated deposits which testify of significant downward fa-
cies shifts and, in cases where the relative sea-level fall is large en-
ough, these may be associated with detached sandy lowstand
wedges (Posamentier and Allen, 1999). Two distinct stratigraphic
patterns are distinguished by the facies contrast beneath and
above the SB and these are used as a guide to correlation:

a. Massive metre-thick sharp-based shoreface bars (FA 2) may
disconformably overlie the inter-bars. This motif is com-
monly developed in bars A, B, D, F and G in Jabal az Zalmah
(Figs. 3 and 12) whereas it is essentially missing in Jabal
‘Asba. Sandy bars might represent regressive shoreface units
interpreted as shelf-attached early lowstand wedges pre-
served at the top of high order regressive inter-bar parase-
quences (in the sense of Plint (1988), Walker and Plint
(1992), Posamentier et al. (1992) and Posamentier and Allen
(1999)). In this case, the flooding surfaces occur at the top of
the shoreface bars (Fig. 9).

b. Tidal-influenced sands (FA 8 and 9) mark more drastic facies
shifts with underlying storm-related inter-bar deposits. In
Jabal az Zalmah, they correspond to bars C, E and H and
almost every disconformable sandy bar in Jabal ‘Asba (e.g.
Fig. 9). They have been interpreted as shallow marine early
transgressive units occurring after significant relative sea-
level falls. In this case, the sequence boundary (SB) and the
transgressive surface (TS) coincide (Fig. 9).

Third order depositional sequences, quoted sequences S1 to S4
respectively bounded by SB1 to SB4, are inferred over the whole
Silurian succession from the stacking pattern analysis of elemen-
tary T/R depositional cycles. The hierarchy of cycles is mostly
emphasised from Jabal az Zalmah as the logged sections are rela-
tively thick (Fig. 9).

The first 3rd order sequence boundary (SB1) is disconformable
in Jabal ‘Asba and occurs nearby the transition Tanezzuft–Akakus,
whilst in Jabal az Zalmah, it may correspond to a correlative con-
formity within the basal Tanezzuft formation. In Jabal az Zalmah,
the surface is overlain by a shallowing-upward sequence of
storm-related heterogeneous deposits, included bar A, which was
interpreted as a prograding and regressive lowstand wedge (base
a sequence 1). The lowstand wedge may thin and pinch out the
SB1 towards the southeast and would not therefore be preserved
in Jabal ‘Asba. As the early stage of next transgression starts above
the SB1, deposition of tidal sandstones occurs in Jabal ‘Asba filling
concave-upward decametre-wide incisions and forming the base of
the sequence 1 (Fig. 8). In distal settings, these may passing to
storm-dominated heterogeneous deposits towards the northwest
in Jabal az Zalmah (bar B included). The transgression continues
and ends with the full extension of storm-related deposits exposed
in both Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba. Sequence 1 ends with the
deposition of regressive upper offshore heterogeneous deposits in
Jabal az Zalmah and shoreface sandstones (FA 1) in Jabal ‘Asba.

Sequences 2–4 have only been characterised in the north of the
basin and could not be correlated with Jabal ‘Asba as a result of the
erosion made by the Caledonian uplift. Tidal sandstones occur
above sequence boundaries SB2 to SB4 and have been interpreted
as the early stages of transgression as the relative sea level slowly
rose after a forced regression episode. As the transgression contin-
ues, tidal sandstones transitionally grade upward to upper offshore
storm-dominated heterogeneous strata, marking a progressive
deepening. Then, upper offshore deposits pass vertically to lower
offshore shale (FA 6) which represent the maximum deepening
during the stage of each transgression (maximum flooding sur-
face). The late transgressions coincide with lower parts of inter-
bar strata.
5.2. The top Silurian–lower Devonian ‘‘Caledonian’’ unconformity

The contact between the Akakus formation and the Tadrart for-
mation corresponds to a sharp discordance identified as SB5 and
can locally display significant erosion. It is commonly named the
‘‘Caledonian unconformity’’ and is characterised by a severe down-
ward shift of facies, separating fluvial sandstones from underlying
shallow marine heterogeneous deposits.

The drastic thickness reduction of the Akakus formation be-
tween both outcrop provinces clearly identifies the erosion as
being more significant to the southeast (see Section 2.2 and
Fig. 12). Locally, Tanezzuft shales are unconformably overlain by
the Binem formation in Jabal ‘Asba.

The Caledonian unconformity is widespread over the entire Al
Kufrah basin resulting from a mega-regional uplift and erosion
event around the Silurian–Devonian boundary (Bjørnseth et al.,
2008a, 2008b, 2009). It also represents the third major tectonic
event in the basin evolution after the top basement pan-African
event and the infra-Cambrian unconformity (Craig et al., 2004).
The deformation may have continued during the early Devonian
in Jabal ‘Asba as noted by Klitzsch et al. (2008).
5.3. The lower to middle Devonian stratigraphic architecture (Tadrart
and Binem formations)

The Binem formation differs from the Tadrart formation in term
of depositional environment as fluvial deposits pass upward into
marine deposits. The contact between the two formations is well
exposed in Jabal ‘Asba where a thin iron-rich bioturbated con-
densed horizon abruptly overlays cross bedded fluvial sandstones
belonging to the Tardrat formation. Even though it is not preserved
everywhere, this condensed horizon is interpreted as recording the
initial shallow marine drowning after the fluvial aggradation at the
end of the early Devonian. In both Jabal, the Binem formation com-
prises fine to coarse grained bioturbated sandstones interbedded
with fine siltstones and shales characteristic of facies associations
FA 8 and FA 9, interpreted as tide-dominated coastal plain deposits.
The succession can be subdivided into small, stacked, 5–10 m thick
coarsening upward sandy units marked by abundant and dense
Skolithos burrows (Fig. 12). Each unit represents a single deposi-
tional cycle, generally consisting of basal facies associations FA 8
grading upward to facies associations FA 9. These repetitive pat-
terns are sometimes interrupted by centimetre thick shaly deposits
belonging to facies association FA 6, which indicate discrete punc-
tuated deepening events within the succession. Depositional se-
quences are respectively numbered sequences 5–6 punctuated by
SB 6 and SB 7, in which the base of the sequence 5 includes the flu-
vial aggradation of the Tadrart formation.

The Binem formation ends with Zoophycos-bearing heteroge-
neous silty and sandy strata, present in Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal
‘Asba and in which Skolithos burrows progressively disappear (se-
quence 7 in Fig. 10). The dominance of Zoophycos trace fossils
marks a progressive facies change and might indicate a slight
bathymetric deepening. This is widely supported at one location
in Jabal az Zalmah by the presence of a thick storm-dominated het-
erogeneous sandy and shaly succession preserved above the Zoo-
phycos-bearing strata and beneath the overlying Carboniferous
Dalma formation. This part of the succession could be attributed
to the upper Devonian Blitah formation of Sherif and Shagroni
(2008) and is entirely missing in Jabal ‘Asba where Carboniferous
deposits unconformably overlie the Zoophycos-bearing facies at
the top of the Binem formation.
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The Binem formation constitutes a clear deepening-upward se-
quence occurring after the fluvial aggradation of the Tadrart forma-
tion, with the maximum flooding surface located above the
Zoophycos-bearing deposits. The top of the transgressive sequence
is entirely eroded in Jabal ‘Asba. The general trend from the top
Tadrart is interpreted as a 2nd-order transgressive cycle made up
by stacked higher frequency regressive–transgressive tide-domi-
nated depositional units in which thinly bedded facies (FA 6) sig-
nify open marine flooding.

5.3.1. Discussion: origin of the Silurian 3rd order sequence boundaries
and the ‘‘Caledonian event’’ in Al Kufrah basin

Observations of well exposed Silurian strata on the southwest-
ern and southern edges of Al Kufrah basin include those described
in the Libyan Tibesti Mountains at Jabal al Bab (Bellini and Massa,
1980), in the Borkou Mountains in Chad (Belo formation, De Les-
tang, 1965) but only the stratigraphic section published by Klitzsch
et al. (1993) in the Ennedi Mountains in Sudan reveals significant
vertical facies changes that are characteristic of the Tanezzuft–Aka-
kus transition. In the Ennedi Mountains, the Tanezzuft shale gradu-
ally passes upward into bioturbated shallow marine cross-bedded
sandstones rich in Cruziana accacensis and Harlania hariani. Thick,
sharp-based units of conglomerate unconformably overly these
sandstones and are characterised by a significant basal incision.

In Jabal az Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba, sequence boundaries SB1 to
SB4 within the Tanezzuft and Akakus formations represent signif-
icant relative sea-level falls. They are thus considered to be forced
regression surfaces (Posamentier et al., 1992; Posamentier and Al-
len, 1999; Posamentier and Morris, 2000). Even if its regional ex-
tent was not been clearly specified, the incision surface observed
in the Ennedi Mountains by Klitzsch et al. (1993) clearly marks a
significant erosion and bypass of sediments within the Akakus for-
mation resulting from a dramatic sea-level drop at the southern
margin of Al Kufrah basin. Therefore, this stratigraphic surface is
interpreted as a major sequence boundary which we tentatively
correlate with SB1 further north. This surface represents the earli-
est basinward facies shift, at the transition between the Tanezzuft
and the Akakus formations (Fig. 12).

Stratigraphic evidence for major episodes of relative sea level
fall in the Silurian succession are clearly expressed further afield
in Libya and across Algeria. In Algeria, regional unconformities
and exposure surfaces are reported from the lateral correlatives
to the Akakus formation in the southern part of the Tindouf basin,
in the Ougarta mountains, Ahnet, Mouydir (Legrand, 1985, p. 284),
in the Tassili N’Ajjer (Eschard et al., 2005). In Libya, similar uncon-
formities are recognised in the Murzuq basin (Lubeseder, 2005).
These studies point to correlative sequence boundaries, typically
expressed as unconformities in the southern part of the Saharan
platform, transitional to conformable contacts further towards
the north. Furthermore, on the basis of facies analysis, episodes
of relative sea-level fall (regressive cycles) are characterised by
storm-related strata, whereas episodes of relative sea-level rise
(transgressive cycles) are dominated by tide-related deposits
(Braccacia et al., 1991; Eschard et al., 2005). The similar character
of both transgressive and regressive cycles in this interval, across
the entirety of the Saharan platform, underscores the likely wide
extent of sequences and their boundaries.

Despite regional similarities, paucity of chronostratigraphic con-
trol in our data hampers high-resolution correlation at the mega-
regional scale. Shallow water conditions prevailed during most of
the Silurian on an extensive platform (Guiraud et al., 2005), repre-
senting a regional low accommodation domain likely affected over
a wide area by forced regression when the relative sea level
dropped dramatically (Ross and Ross, 1996; Johnson, 1996). These
forced regression unconformities are likely coeval and areally
extensive as the southern Saharan platform was wide and charac-
terised by a gentle ramp-like topography. As noted above, accom-
modation space reduction occurred locally in response to long-
wavelength crustal flexure of the Sahara platform (the process of
‘‘sahara basculation’’ of Legrand, 1885). Crustal upwarping of regio-
nal swells would be expected to amplify eustatic sea level falls,
favouring the preservation of forced regression events.

South-western Libya and south-eastern Algeria were subject to
local uplift around the Silurian–Devonian boundary. The emer-
gence of palaeo-highs at this time, and associated deformation,
are traditionally referred to as the ‘‘Caledonian’’ events in North
Africa (Beuf et al., 1971; Guiraud and Bosworth, 1999; Guiraud
et al., 2005). Palaeo-relief mainly occurs near the flanks of mod-
ern-day basin margins and in some cases represent rejuvenation
of pre-existing Pan-African (Precambrian) lineaments (e.g. the
Tripoli–Tibesti arch in SE Murzuq basin: Davidson et al., 2000). In
other cases, rejuvenation is attributed to younger structural ele-
ments, such as the case of the Gargar Arch in central Libya (Dar-
dour et al., 2004), the Ahara High separating the Illizi and
Ghadames basins in Algeria (Eschard, 2007) and the Tihemboka
Arch along the Libya–Algeria border (Adamson, 1999). In each case,
the Caledonian unconformity SB 5 is probably attributable to intra-
plate tectonic deformation, amplified by a significant eustatic fall
at this time (Ross and Ross, 1996; Dennison, 1985).
6. Conclusions

A detailed facies and sequence analysis carried out in Jabal az
Zalmah and Jabal ‘Asba in Al Kufrah basin has resulted in a strati-
graphic correlation scheme and a depositional model for the entire
Siluro-Devonian succession. Seven 3rd order depositional se-
quences were identified throughout the Tanezzuft, the Akakus,
the Tadrart and the Binem formations. The Silurian cycles are
bounded by extensive disconformities considered to be glacially-
induced forced regression surfaces. These surfaces are emphasised
by significant facies shifts between regressive storm-dominated
heterogeneous strata and transgressive tidal bars. Correlations
are difficult to carry towards the southeast of the basin due to
the Caledonian deformation which appears to be more intense in
Jabal ‘Asba and is responsible for the erosion of almost the entire
Akakus formation. The lower Devonian Tadrart formation overlies
the Caledonian unconformity with a relatively uniform thickness
over the entire basin, indicating aggradation testifying of a fluvial
sediments above a peneplaned topography during the late Silu-
rian–early Devonian. The Binem formation is mostly composed of
bioturbated sheltered tide-dominated sandy sequences which
indicate a progressive and widespread 2nd-order transgression
during the middle to late Devonian.
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